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REACH LABEL (Least Expensive)
Custom Reach Labels made to order with your own artwork! High-quality matte or glossy 
stickers capable of directing your users exactly where they need to be. Equipped with 3M 
adhesive on the back to stick on flat or curved surfaces. Note that sizes range from 1”-4” 
diameters but the smaller the label the more challenging it will be to scan. We recommend 
the 4” diameter in auditoriums as they have the best scan strength.


DESIGN HIGHLIGHTSQUICK LOOK

 Starting at $11.5

 Custom graphi

 Matte or gloss finis

 4” Diamete

 0.01” thicknes

 NTAG213 NFC Chi

 3M467MP adhesiv

 MOQ: 20 units

4” Dia. 3” Dia. 2” Dia. 1” Dia.



REACH PLATE (Best-Seller)
Custom Reach Plates made to order with your own artwork! High-quality, matte, rigid discs 
meant to give you secure installation to any surface. Can be equipped with 2 screw holes to 
allow this product to be screwed onto surfaces that are hard to adhere to. Also, these 
products can have adhesive, a magnet, or nothing on the back for various mounting 
practices. Note that sizes range from 1”-4” diameters but the smaller the label the more 
challenging it will be to scan. We recommend the 4” diameter in auditoriums as they have 
the best scan strength.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTSQUICK LOOK

 Starting at $16.3

 Custom graphi

 Matte finis

 4” Diamete

 0.04” thicknes

 NTAG213 NFC Chi

 3M467MP adhesive, 
screw holes, or non

 MOQ: 50 units

4” Dia. 3” Dia. 2” Dia. 1” Dia.



REACH DISC (Highest Quality)
Custom Reach Discs made to order with your own artwork! High-quality, glossy, rigid discs 
that will certainly impress your users. Can be equipped with 3M adhesive on the back to 
stick on flat surfaces or no adhesive for use-cases where they will be handled be people 
often. Note that sizes range from 1”-4” diameters but the smaller the label the more 
challenging it will be to scan. We recommend the 4” diameter in auditoriums as they have 
the best scan strength.


DESIGN HIGHLIGHTSQUICK LOOK

 Starting at $18.6

 Custom graphi

 Epoxy coatin

 4” Diamete

 0.11” thicknes

 NTAG213 NFC Chi

 3M467MP adhesive 
or non

 MOQ: 50 units

4” Dia. 3” Dia. 2” Dia. 1” Dia.


